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Abstract: The research study was conducted for development of the advanced image analysis service system based on deep learning. 

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) is built in this system to extract learning data collected from Google and Instagram. The service 

gets a place image of jeju island as an input and provides relevant location information of it based on its own learning data. The process 

in 6 primary parts starts by collecting image data, converting it into appropriate format, and perform training and prediction, filtering 

invalid training data and repeats the Learning Part. Accuracy improvement plans are applied throughout this study. In conclusion, the 

implemented system shows about 79.2% of prediction accuracy. When the system has plenty of learning data, it is expected to predict 

various places more accurately. 
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1. Introduction 

This research study aims at providing a service system that 

itself collects and learns location images through a deep 

learning model. The system designed from this study is 

mainly categorized into three parts: Image Crawling, 

Image Learning, and Prediction  parts. During the Image 

Crawling part, unfiltered data is gathered from Google and 

Instagram. Once the data collection is complete, it starts 

studying the place images through CNN, classifying them 

by appropriate location tags. Based on the learning model 

from CNN, it filters out irrelevant images within the 

collected data and repeats the learning and prediction 

procedures to extract the best model. Once the learning 

model is ready, the prediction procedure can also be 

utilized to provide location information of other place 

images. This research study focused on ten famous places 

in Jeju Island to test the performance of the system. 

Furthermore, statistical analysis was conducted to figure 

out how to further develop the program with better 

accuracy. 

2. Relevant Research 

2.1. Supervised Learning 

Supervised Learning is one of three Machine Learning 

Types. Unlike other learning methods, it takes labeled 

dataset and predicts a correct label of unseen data [1]. Such 

learning model discovers the characters of each label and 

identifies/predicts unknown data by classifying it as 

appropriate label. Therefore, it usually manages 

classification problems and regression problems. If a 

supervised learning model has image data with labels, it is 

classified as a Deep learning model [2]. 

Since this study deals with image analysis to predict 

specific location, Supervised Learning is chosen to train 

the model. 

2.2. CNN 

CNN is a kind of Deep Learning Neural Network. The 

advantage of this neural network is that it generates a 

feature map of given images independently. Its learning 

result is calculated by matrix multiplication between the 

feature map filter and the trained image file converted to a 

matrix form. 

Distinguished from other neural networks, CNN can 

process image learning without serialization. Since a color 

image is three-dimensional data, there would be loss or 

damage on the original file when it is serialized as one 

dimension: CNN does not cause such problem. The 

learning result from CNN has clearer feature map and 

higher accuracy than a learning model with any other 

neural network [3]. In other words, CNN is the most 

suitable neural network for image training. In this study, 

accuracy of image analysis is the key indicator to the 

system’s performance, hence CNN was used. 
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Fig. 1.  Process of an Input Image Learning Process on 

CNN 

The process of image learning on CNN can be summarized 

as the figure below, Fig. 1. This process requires various 

layers, with each layer allowing the deep learning model to 

train efficiently. Since the role of each layer differs, 

training process and accuracy would be changed depending 

on the structure of the CNN. Therefore, it is essential to 

understand how individual layers work and to concisely 

design an optimal network. 

2.3. Max Pooling 

The Pooling Layer is what reduces the risk of overfitting 

problem during the learning process. Max Pooling is one 

of the pooling methods, it extracts the maximum value of 

n*n matrix on an activation map (where n = stride size). 

Max Pooling Layers of CNN reduces the dimensions of an 

image, leaving the most important features only. This gives 

an optimized learning result [4]. 

2.4. ReLU 

The Activation Layer calculates how well the CNN trains 

the learning model by selected loss function. When the 

system goes through each Activation Layer, loss value is 

calculated. The result from the function demonstrates the 

relevance of the training process and the input. Based on 

the result, the model determines whether to pass the input 

to the next node [5]. ReLU function is applied as its loss 

function in this study. The formula of the ReLU function is 

as Eq. (1). When an unnecessary value such as a negative 

integer is received, ReLU function returns a value of 0 

unconditionally. This function allows the neural network to 

possess a significantly faster processing speed than the 

other [6, 7]. 

R(x) = max(0, x)                                                                      

(1) 

2.5. TensorFlow 

TensorFlow is a machine learning library and engine 

developed by Google. This has been used in various 

artificial intelligence fields such as Google search engine, 

speech recognition, translation, and automation features. 

By using TensorFlow, algorithms for image recognition, 

repetitive neural networks, and neural network learning 

can be easily implemented [8]. The library consists of 

arithmetic operations which is a useful library for this 

system as it needs to process matrix type files. In this 

study, Tensorflow was used for various calculation 

processing such as Max Pooling and Loss Function for 

image optimization and CNN for extracting feature maps. 

2.6. Factorial Design and Two Way ANOVA Test 

For further improvement, statistical experiment is designed 

and analyzed under Factorial Designs at two levels. To 

perform the design, there should be one dependent variable 

and two factors with a fixed number of levels of each 

factor. The experiment is repeated in all possible 

combinations of levels of each factor [9]. 

The Factorial Design shows the alteration of the dependent 

variable based on the two independent variables. Hence, 

the relationship between the interaction of two variables 

and the dependent factor should be analyzed. The Two 

way ANOVA test is a statistical test suitable to figure out 

such relationship. 

The Two way ANOVA test has a quantitative response and 

two categorical factors. The initial null hypothesis would 

be that there is no relationship that affect the quantitative 

variable between the interaction of two categorical 

variables and a quantitative variable. Conversely, the 

alternate hypothesis would be the opposite, stating that 

there is such relationship. When the p-value on the test 

result is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis test can be 

rejected at 95% of significance level. The purpose of this 

test is to determine the joint relationship between the two 

factors with the response.[8] It tracks changes in the mean 

of the quantitative variable according to the levels of two 

categorical factors [10]. 

3. System Structure 

The developed system consists of 6 major parts: Crawling, 

Preprocessing, Dataset, CNN, Filtering and Prediction 

Parts. Fig. 2 visualizes the algorithm of the model 

implemented in this research; it can be summarized into six 

steps as follows. 

 

Fig. 2.  Algorithm of Place Image Crawling, Learning, and 

Prediction Model 
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3.1. Image Crawling 

The Crawling Part collects images which will be used in 

training data. Once the user inputs place names on an 

Excel file as Fig. 3, it creates new folders of each index 

and searches corresponding images of the places from 

Google and Instagram. Afterward, the images are saved 

into appropriate folders by their indices. 

 

Fig. 3.  Algorithm of Place Image Crawling, Learning, and 

Prediction Model 

3.2. Preprocessing 

This is where the system deals with the randomly collected 

images to avoid errors by data size or invalidation. The 

collected images are converted to an identical 240*240 

pixels format while filtering invalid files. If the OS Error 

occurs while opening an image file with the error statement 

of “cannot identify image file”, the dysfunctional file 

would be removed using try and except function, and an 

exception would arise to pass the error. Once the training 

data has the appropriate size and valid data, the next step 

can proceed. 

3.3. Dataset 

The Dataset Part converts the given image data to proper 

format for deep learning model. The system receives 

images which are labeled by the location. Once it loads the 

image files, these are stored as an .npy file with indices so 

that data can be easily used in the CNN Part. As MNIST 

file is provided by TensorFlow, the indices, training 

images and test images can be obtained separately from the 

.npy file which allows the deep learning model to 

conveniently call data for image learning. 

3.4.  CNN 

The CNN Part processes actual image learning and returns 

training data at the end. Its filter goes through all unit of 

input image shifting as the size of stride at a time. This 

process reduces the size of the volume and extracts low 

level features (lines or dots), following Eq. (2) [11]. 

                                                     (2) 

The training images go through a total of 72 layers, 

extracting features of images. The 24 layers out of 72 are 

Max Pooling Layers. These layers prevent the overfitting 

problem and assist in the learning process which can 

extract clear feature map. Another 24 layers are Activation 

Layers with ReLU function; they quickly extract extremely 

accurate features. The last of the layers are convolutional 

layers. 

In this step, the model returns the training data as a .h5 

format, Hierarchical Data Format, which contains 

advantages of supporting random access, fast search speed, 

and large quantity of data storage. This learning data file 

contains feature maps of each location tag, and the maps 

are what actually make decisions to predict location of a 

test image on the next step, the Prediction Part. 

3.5.  Prediction 

The Prediction Part requests for the learning model, which 

was saved as .npy at the Dataset Part, and the test images 

of the location that the user wants to know. Based on the 

data, the model returns the most relevant place label for the 

each given image. 

3.6. Filtering 

This part is where the system enhances the learning model 

by removing the irrelevant data among the training images. 

The Filtering Part performs prediction on the current 

training images with its learning model. If the prediction 

fails to match any images and their original labels, the 

image would be removed from the training data. Once the 

faulty images are filtered, the system repeats the learning 

parts to extract a clearer learning model. 

4. Substantiation 

For testing, images of ten popular places in jeju island 

were collected and labeled as Fig. 2. An exact total of 3368 

images were collected and properly stored in indexed 

subfolders. The saved images were trained by CNN from 

the deep learning model. The accuracy of the learning was 

0.9994 and its loss values was 0.0015 as shown in Fig. 4, 

resulting a high learning accuracy of the model. 

 

Fig. 4.  Accuracy and Loss of the learning process 

To test the learning model, test images were randomly 

collected from Google and Instagram, which are different 

sources from the training data. For accurate testing, test 

images that were completely irrelevant to a given location 

were filtered out manually. With 500 test images and 

training data from CNN, prediction was performed. As 

shown in Fig. 5, the probability of that the index of test 

image and the prediction result exactly matched among the 

500 predictions was 79.2%. 
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Fig. 5.  Success rate of the prediction 

However, prediction results for each place shows some 

difference. Fig. 6 indicates that the prediction accuracy of 

the places indexed 3 and 4 are significantly low. This is 

because these two places are natural heritage sites and look 

similar, so the learning image data could not accurately 

distinguish them. In this case, the accuracy can be 

improved if there are sufficiently large and clear data to 

allow the model to see the minor differences between the 

similar places. 

 

Fig. 6.  Bar Graph of The Result of The Predictions 

Theoretically, filtering irrelevant images with their labels 

was expected to improve the accuracy of the learning 

model. Contrary to the expectation, the Filtering Part does 

not change the accuracy. Removing more irrelevant images 

to the learning model causes the prediction accuracy to 

significantly fall. (see Fig. 7) This is because if the initial 

learning model gets the wrong data first and draws the 

draft of the feature map based on data, the system is unable 

to detect the irrelevant images and hence increasing the 

odds of deleting relevant images instead. 

 

Fig. 7.  Line Graph of The Prediction Accuracy Changes 

After n Times Filtering Procedures 

To improve the prediction accuracy, initially well labeled 

dataset should be given to the learning model. Once clearly 

labeled dataset of more places is given, more place 

information and image data can be accurately classified. 

Consequently, as the amount of learning data increases and 

varies, the model can provide better prediction accuracy 

and more place information. 

5. Analysis 

To figure out how to improve the performance of the 

learning model, 2^k factorial experiment was conducted. 

The dependent variable is the accuracy of the prediction. 

The two independent factors are the number of its 

convolutional layers and the amount of learning image 

data. For each experiment, the number of the layers will be 

72 or 144. The number of training image per a place will 

be 50 or 200 respectively. There are 4 different 

experiments, repeated at 5 times for higher reliability, 

using different test images. 

To check the relationship between the two factors and the 

accuracy of the learning model, Two way ANOVA test is 

used on R Studio with the recorded data. The test result is 

shown as Fig. 7. According to it, only the number of 

learning image affects to the accuracy. The test between 

number of images and the accuracy only results 

significantly small p-value to reject the null hypothesis. In 

other words, neither the number of layers itself nor the two 

factors together have a strong relationship with the 

accuracy. However, there is a relation between the number 

of learning images and the accuracy. 

 

Fig. 8.  Result of Two way ANOVA Test 

Consequently, larger image data gives higher accuracy to 

the learning model while the number of layers does not 

really change the result. Since the number of layers is not 

influential, we can decrease the running time without loss 

of the success rate of prediction by providing less layers to 

the deep learning model. This analysis concludes that the 

optimal deep learning model consists of a smaller number 

of layers, but with larger image data for the best 

performance. 

6. Conclusion 

The algorithm of the deep learning model is designed and 

implemented for the purpose of providing location 

information, in which jeju island was referenced for 

performance places. To implement a deep learning model 

via CNN, Max Pooling and ReLU functions are used for 

high accuracy and fast learning. In addition, image files are 

calculated and trained using TensorFlow. The process in 6 

primary parts starts by collecting image data, converting it 

into appropriate format, and perform training and 

prediction, filtering invalid training data and repeats the 
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Learning Part. 

In the testing, this model trains 3368 images of ten 

locations in Jeju and predicts 500 test images with an 

accuracy rate of 79.2%. The performance of the model 

could be enhanced when the model gets the correctly 

labeled dataset with more image data collected. Running 

time can be reduced, keeping the accuracy by setting a 

smaller number of layers. This model has great potential to 

be improved with better accuracy and be applied to any 

service where place image searching programs are needed. 
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